
PHYS

1   

Energy

10        9         8

Substantial and consistent Physical, 

Intellectual, Emotional, Spiritual (PIES) 

energies for initiative and follow through.

7       6       5      4

Inconsistent energies, increased need for rest, 

may use sleep as escape when issues are 

unresolved.

3        2        1        0

Desperate for basic energies, with no time for 

fun or humour.  Running on fumes. Internal 

emotional chaos taking up much energy.

2

Physical

Wellness

10        9         8

Overall wellness &  resourcefulness. Lack 

of illness, chronic pain, etc. Feeling able to 

respond to life challenges.

7       6       5      4

Increased signs of body pain, headaches, 

backache, colds, flu, allergies, hyperness or 

exhaustion, increased experiences of anxiety.

3        2        1        0

Ongoing health issues, which can lead to 

chronic problems. Vulnerable and prone to 

flu/colds.  Prolonged and frequent illness and 

anxiety.

3

Resilience

10        9         8

Not easily discouraged. Able to bounce 

back after stress, resistance, workload or 

disappointment.

7       6       5      4

Inconsistent bounce back from activity, stress, 

conflict, disappointment, especially with 

unresolved issues.  Can feel discouraged from 

time to time. 

3        2        1        0

No bounce back, devastated, intimidated by 

disappointment, conflict.  Feelings of falling 

further behind.  Easily, ongoing discouraged.

INTELL

4

Attent/Memory

10        9         8

Able to focus attention on tasks, recall 

facts.  Able to concentrate on new 

learning, new ideas, creativity.  Not easily 

distracted.

7       6       5      4

Spin reaction narrows focus, limits access to all 

details, easily distracted, difficulty recalling details 

when in spin mindset.  Distracted at times.

3        2        1        0

In an effort to not be overwhelmed, tunnel vision 

narrows the information being received thus less 

is recalled. Distracted by internal chaos.

5

Communication

10        9         8

Talk, listen and question to understand 

and be understood.  Able to talk and listen 

from head and heart with clarity and 

patience.

7       6       5      4

Demands of interaction and being high profile are 

too much at times. Reactive talking and listening 

at times, defensive.  Can see the other as 

adversary when feeling off balance.

3        2        1        0

Adversarial approach - defensive or aggressive 

talk.  Reactive power games to win argument. 

Fight, Flight or Freeze in interaction. Reactively 

putting up walls to protect self and gain space.

6

Decision 

Making

10        9         8

Able to make decisions based on values, 

insight, logic, compassion, patience.  Able 

to see, appreciate and consider both the 

big and little pictures. 

7       6       5      4

If spin energy dominates, often falls back on old 

ideas, old routines to cope. Narrowed view from 

spin creates reactive (impulsive or panic) 

decisions leading to regret or self-doubt after the 

fact.

3        2        1        0

All or Nothing thinking. Self-doubt, doesn’t trust 

own instincts/senses. Decisions often based on 

toxic fear, toxic obligation, powerlessness and 

self doubt. Distracted by internal chaos.

EMOTION

7

Self Care 

Strategies

10        9         8

Healthy lifestyle choices for emotional 

management.  Able to recognize 

emotional  needs and take action. Able to 

regain balance after emotional processing. 

Calm confidence in own resourcefulness. 

7       6       5      4

Often uses reactive self-care strategies  by 

attempts to numb pain, toxic fear, chaos, 

powerlessness.  Sometimes loses sight of what is 

emotionally and physically OK and not Ok for self.

3        2        1        0

Impatient with feeling unwell, stressed, creates 

reactive strategies and yearning for quick fix.

Fight, Flight and Freeze become the driving 

force behind strategies to just survive.  

8

Boundaries and 

Containment

10        9         8

Able to set clear boundaries/limits for self, 

respects those set by others. Emotions 

contained to situation, processed, 

resolved.

7       6       5      4

Less able to set clear boundaries/limits for self, 

can take too much on (feeling- no right to say no) 

emotions start to overflow, taking work home or 

home to work. 

3        2        1        0

Unable to set clear boundaries/limits for self. All 

or nothing thinking – takes everything on, or 

nothing on. Experiences the 3 O’s Overflow, 

Overlapping spins, Overwhelmed.

9 

Sense of 

Proportion 

10        9         8

Able to assign priorities to issues. (do now 

or later, big or small issue).  Emotional 

response to an event is in proportion to 

event.  Perceives issues as do-able.

7       6       5      4

Tends to assess priority and proportion through 

reaction, urgency and panic. Issues look bigger 

than they are. Often feels overwhelmed because 

of feeling small and lacking resourcefulness. 

3        2        1        0

Everything looks, feels  TOO BIG!!!!  Little sense 

of distinction between issues.  More extreme 

over-reaction or under-reaction.  Often frozen 

because things look and feel too overwhelming. 

SPIRIT

10

Motivation

10        9         8

Able to take action from enthusiasm, 

purpose, vision, meaning, morals and 

inspired to follow through to completion.

7       6       5      4

Often relies on reactive adrenaline to get things 

done.  Motivated by panic, urgency at times. 

Inconsistent creativity, disconnected from Spirit 

while spin energy dominates. Lacks vision.

3        2        1        0

Toxic guilt, obligation, fear, urgency and lack of 

meaning  motivate reactions. Life is serious, 

uninspired, task-oriented, unfulfilling. Feeling 

powerless adds toxic fear and resentment.  

Your mindset impacts your experience and your experience impacts your mindset.  The first step to getting your balance back is to be 
able to identify where you are.  Circle one number from 10-0 that best measures your capacity in the 10 areas listed (PIES)

LIFE ON A CONTINUUM Visual Model
Comparing three mindsets which impact capacity

This visual model is not intended to be a medical diagnosis tool.  It is a compilation of 

observations re. how we feel as we experience inspiration and degrees of spin.

INSPIRATION                                            COPING                                      SURVIVING
High Capacity (open energies)           Medium Capacity  (contracted energies)             Low Capacity

Your intuitive Observer Mode will 
help you take a step back to assess 
where you are at any time.



LIFE ON A CONTINUUM Visual Model 
Comparing three mindsets which impact everything
From Observer Mode assess your mindset by applying the Visual Model

This visual model contrasts Inspiration’s balance with two degrees of spin’s imbalance: 

Coping and Survival. It is natural to flow from one mindset to another and back again as 

we experience life events. With awareness of your mindset and energy, you can make 

deliberate choices to return to balance.  Physical energy is often the most accessible to 

immediate change.  Breathing deeply, focusing on quiet strength and grounding yourself 

physically can calm the mind, body and emotion, which innately want to return to our 

natural state of balance. 

FUNDAMENTAL CHOICE of MINDSET

As part of both the human race and the animal kingdom we have inherited, in our DNA, 

both RESPONSE-abilities (A) and primal REACT-abilities (B), as animated by the cartoons. 

Our combined DNA provides us with a high capacity of response-abilities (expanded resources) with which to respond and 

resolve issues in our lives. Such abilities are compassion, love, imagination, reasoning, insight, reflection, rationalization, vision,

negotiation, etc.   Our react-abilities are limited resources of FIGHT, FLIGHT or FREEZE. Because B (react-ability) is primal 

survival and competitive (1 vs. 2 ), we don’t represent our true moral selves and sensibilities. When we act out from our primal spin 

energy we hurt ourselves and inflict the impact of our spin on others.  

Shifting Back to Spirit to Respond The spin may happen first, instinctively and as a 

result of our survival DNA.  But we can observe ourselves in the spin energy and mindset, 

then deliberately shift back to Spirit to regain our balance. Our Spirit shows our true 

intention and is congruent to our values, our core self. From our Spirit mindset we can 

apply our expanded resources to RESPOND to and RESOLVE life’s challenges.

Fundamental Choice 

Life from A or B?

meaning

values

identity

purpose

Respond 
from SPIRIT

React 
from SPIN

FIGHT

FLIGHT

FREEZE

Since we are hardwired to experience both A and B, we all have a Fundamental Choice.
A – Spirit mindset is the authentic core self.  We may experience B spins but they are only 

events, not our true selves.

What puts you in a SPIN?

As an Individual?    
money problems, parenting/family 
issues, grief/loss, job stress, threat of 
change, past trauma/pain, dilemma,  
conflict, feeling alone, lonely, health 
issues, being intimidated, trauma, fear, 
coming out of isolation, lack of self-
discipline, learning new things, making 
decisions, anger–yours or theirs, lack of 
successes

In Relationships?   
conflict, being bullied, disagreement, 
being devalued, being ignored, being 
criticized, being intruded on, people 
not doing their share, people not 
playing fair, feeling unsafe, feeling you 
have no rights, feeling not heard, 
feeling lack of connection, feeling 
intimidated, not supported by partner

In a landscape
inconsistent leadership, inconsistent 
rules, leadership by intimidation, 
incompetence and blame, too many 
responsibilities without authority, 
others making immoral choices, lack of 
training, being devalued or taken for 
granted, injustice, time pressures, 
dealing with the public, multi-tasking, 
unattainable Standards

INSPIRATION
High Capacity

Healthy fear identifies 

needs

RESPONSE-ability

Sees the world in wide 

angle and full color. Able 

to deliberately look at 

things from a distance, 

(observer mode) you can 

see how the different 

pieces fit together. 

Inspiration is the most 

naturally resourceful 

mindset for decisions, 

healing, insight, 

compassion, negotiation, 

consideration and to 

respond to life.

COPING
Medium Capacity

Healthy FEAR identifies 

needs       

REACT-ability

Physiology kicks in. Sees 

the world through a 

temporarily narrowed lens

as you are reacting to the 

issue. Your psyche uses 

anxiety energy to alert you 

to unresolved issues until 

you take action to address 

and resolve them.  

Heightened anxiety can lead 

to more reaction. Shifting 

back to inspiration can 

increase your capacity to 

resolve your issue.

SURVIVAL
Low Capacity

Toxic FEAR leads to self-

doubt

Over REACT-ability

Fight, flight or freeze 

physiology kicks in. After 

many overlapping and/or 

unresolved spins, you see 

the world through tunnel 

vision.  TOXIC FEAR 

DOMINATES perpetuating 

the adrenaline reactions 

and making you feel 

small/powerless. Even after 

an issue is resolved you 

can feel vulnerable, 

perpetuating the anxiety, 

self-doubt and dread.

occasional overlapping 

SPIRIT                                SPINS                         SPINSA B

Reminder  - A – Spirit mindset is the authentic core self we are meant to experience as 

our lifestyle.  We may experience B spins but they are only events, not our true selves.
Rose Fuller M.Ed. R.C.C.

copyright  2015

Your intellect is working in tandem with your core 
Being as you assess yourself.  The intellect knows what 
the words mean, the Being knows how they feel.



Emotions Are Wisdom

I believe that emotions are messages from your core, your Spirit.  They provide energy and valuable insight to help you 
identify your pain, your joy and your needs, to understand yourself and to make healthy choices for yourself. Many 
times we cannot easily express our feelings because we are experiencing many emotions at once. Many of them are 
conflicting. These lists may help you become AWARE of how you feel in your independent life and in your relationships.

What emotions do you most often experience?

ANGRY?

Aggressive

Agitated

Annoyed

Cranky

Critical

Combative

Defensive

Explosive

Exasperated

Frustrated

Furious

Moody 

Reactive

Obstinate

Argumentative

Rage

Resentful

Violent

Loved

Love-struck

Lucky

Grateful

Meditative

Motivated

Optimistic

Passionate

Peaceful

Playful

Pleasant

Purposeful

Relieved

Satisfied

Spiritual

Supported

Sympathetic

Thoughtful

Trusting

Understood

Valued

HAPPY?

Affectionate

Blissful

Calm

Caring

Centered

Confident

Cared for

Comfortable

Connected

Content

Curious

Ecstatic

Elated

Empathetic

Energized

Generous

Grateful

Inspired

Interested

Kind

Fragile

Grieving

Guilty

Hopeless

Hurt

Indifferent

Invisible

Isolated

Lonely

Low

Mechanical

Melancholy

Miserable

Misunderstood

Needy

Oppressed

Pained

Perplexed

Powerless

Regretful

SAD?

Alone

Abandoned

Agonized

Apathetic

Apologetic

Ashamed

Bitter

Bored

Bullied

Cold

Confused

Defeated

Depressed

Devalued

Disappointed

Disconnected

Disoriented

Dismissed

Distant

Exhausted

Rejected

Self-doubt

Sorry

Tired

Toxic

Unappealing

Victimized

Vulnerable

Submissive

Suspicious

Threatened

Traumatized

Wary

Worry

FEARFUL?

Anxious

Bewildered

Captive

Confused

Desperate

Dread

Fight, Flight

Freeze

Frightened

Hesitant

Horrified

Hysteria

Nervous

Obligated

Overwhelmed

Paranoid

Powerless

Scared

Shocked

Stressed

Applying the SIMPLY PUT information to your life will help you push the details aside and see what is really going on.  These
concepts are listed under the three video categories, Mind, Body, Heart… Loving Relationships… Living from Spirit… for your ease. 

Mind, Body, Heart

Rose Fuller M.Ed. R.C.C.
copyright  2015

1.  Put a check beside the above emotions you are feeling? 

2.  What needs can you identify, based on what your emotions are telling you?

3.  What  INTERNAL choices can you make to RESPOND to your needs? (energy/mindset)

4.  What EXTERNAL choices can you make to RESPOND to your needs? (behavior/problem solving)

___Physical safety
___Emotional safety
___Intellectual safety
___Spiritual safety
___Financial security
___To be powerful in life
___To be respected
___To be supported
___To be heard
___To be loved
___To be included
___To be appreciated

___To be taken seriously
___To be understood
___To be believed in
___To be connected to others
___To be acknowledged
___To be creative
___To have peace of mind
___To feel competent

___To be valued
___To feel fulfilled
___To be successful
___To belong
___To learn
___To be healthy
___To make a difference
___To be worthy
___To be needed
___To be trusted
___To be skilled
___To be resourceful

list more needs 

Living From Spirit





Applying the SIMPLY PUT information to your life will help you push the details aside and see what is really going on.  These concepts are listed under the 
three video categories, Mind, Body, Heart… Loving Relationships… Living from Spirit… for your ease. 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Mind, Body, Heart

Simply Put

A vs. B  Comparing life experiences from A and B - “A” – balanced, inspired mindset which creates expanded capacity to 
RESPOND and, “B” –imbalanced, or spin mindset which creates the need to REACT.

Aware, Assess & Address  Three stages necessary to make deliberate and meaningful change in your life. 

Big Picture/Little Picture  Big picture represents the wide angle view on life from a step back, and the little picture is focused in 
on the details.  When grounded internally, you can move from one to the other and back again without losing your balance.

Capacity is your sense of resourcefulness to engage in life.

Change and Transition  Change is the event, transition is the emotional adjustment to the event.  

CORE is your center, where your human Spirit resides. 

C.O.R.E. is an acronym for Calm, Open, Receptive, Engaged

Fundamental Choice  1) The choice between living from your Spirit mindset and your spin mindset   2) This choice influences how 
you think, feel, act, perceive and believe.  

Fundamental Relationship  The intimate partnership and mutual influence, between you & your Spirit, residing at your core.

Observer Mode  1) Stepping back from a situation to an impartial distance to view it as a spectator.  2) “Apparently I’m 
processing” is a phrase that allows you to step back from your experience to observe yourself processing something physically, 
intellectually, emotionally or spiritually.   This is helpful when experiencing the impact of chaotic spin energy.

P.I.E.S.  This stands for Physical, Intellectual, Emotional and Spiritual, four ways we are engaged in, and experience, life.

Process  1) In process means on the journey, a course of actions leading to an end.  2) Processing - means the P.I.E.S. experience 
of connecting and adjusting to, a new understanding & shedding new light on emotional significance of events in the past/ 
present.  Processing can feel like an internal storm, or tug-of-war, but most often it helps you identify what is important.

Ready  1) It is natural to need to get ready physically, intellectually, emotionally and spiritually to take action. These levels very 
seldom happen at the same pace.   2) Taking time to get ready at all levels is time well spent.

Reframe 1) To perceive, understand & relate to something in a new way.  2)  Visual information offers a reframe offering insight 
and opportunity to make changes.

Relationship To…  We have a unique Relationship To… everything in our lives based on the MEANING it holds for us, most often 
emotional meaning.  2) Our relationship to something may be distant, or intimate, physical, or emotional, permanent or fleeting,
etc.  3) Our relationship to something is determined and perpetuated by our experience of it, and vice versa. 

Respond or React 1) We are hardwired in our DNA to RESPOND to challenges with the capacity to negotiate, problem solve, gain 
insight, use common sense to find middle ground, etc.  2) We are also hardwired to REACT instinctively to threat or danger, by 
accessing our primal Fight, Flight and Freeze strategies to survive.  The intensity of our reactions may be exaggerated at times.  It 
is up to us to decide if it is our life that is in danger, or if it is our quality of life that is at risk.  Each deserves our attention.

LIFE… IN A SPIN
A spin is a natural fear reaction to an event.  We experience it as internal chaos of some degree. It often feels like life is whirling 
around you. 
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Congruence/Incongruence  
1) Congruency relates to when your physical action, intellectual thinking, emotional feeling and spiritual beliefs are aligned from a 
balanced mindset. This alignment will resonate at your core.  2) Your action is congruent with your values. ex. Believe in and act 
from fairness.  3) When you experience incongruence you experience an internal discord.  Your psyche is bringing your attention 
to something that is not aligned.  ex. “I am struggling because my head says one thing and my heart says another.”  This discord or 
incongruence needs your time and attention to be internally resolved.  Wisdom, strength and peace come from connecting to 
your congruency and resolving your incongruence.  

Continuum  1) A continuous line  2) We all live life on a continuum, shifting from inspiration, to coping, to surviving mindsets and 
back again throughout any give time.  Be aware of how your capacity is impacted from each of the three mindsets.

Event/Lifestyle - Events are individual occurrences, but lifestyle is when reactions, behaviors, perceptions, thoughts, feelings etc. 
have become consistent habits (from worrying, to becoming a worrier).  If the latter is habitual, it can take over your identity.

Fear Factor   1) The degree in which fear is present and influencing an individual, relationship or landscape. 2) An important 
distinction is whether your fear is healthy or toxic.

Habitual  This means when “but…” becomes a habit, or a lifestyle:   “I know , but I can’t.;  I agree, but that’s too hard.;  I know 
what you are saying, but;  Yeah, but…but…but…”    It is important to know if “but” has become a habit, or a lifestyle.   Awareness 
is the first step in breaking the habit.

Isolation Factor 1) In our pain and fear, being overwhelmed makes us feel alone and we can be convinced no one could possibly 
understand our hurt and fear.  2) As a result we can feel physically, intellectually, emotionally and spiritually alone. 3) Alone can 
mean (A) solitude, calm, peace or (B) isolated and fearful.

Mindset  - Your state of mind, the place from which you see, relate to and engage in your world  (ex. inspiration, coping or 
surviving mindsets).  Your mindset impacts your experience, and your experience impacts your mindset.

Severity  - How extreme something is. You can assess the severity of your spin issue by considering :how fast your spin feels 
(intensity), how often you have spins regarding this issue (frequency), and how long your spins last (duration).    

Survival Mode  - A fragile state of mind, body, and spirit which is stressed, overwhelmed and depleted of strength and resilience.  
For ex. when it feels like you are at the “end of your rope”.

Transition Zone  1) Change is the event, transition is the adjustment to the event.  2) The transition zone is when we are 
suspended between the old and the new. 3) We are filled with opposing thoughts and feelings as we transition physically, 
emotionally, intellectually and spiritually from the OLD to the NEW.  

LIFE ... HURTING AND HEALING 
Healing is a natural and powerful force of nature.  If we accept and trust this, we are less likely to let our toxic fear get in our own 
way. We experience and process our pain physically, intellectually, emotionally and spiritually. Our emotions are messages that 
tell us how we hurt and what we need to heal. 

Echo  1) An ECHO is a valuable healing experience.  It us stored sensory memory experience, from the past, resurfacing. We store 
our physical, emotional, intellectual and Spiritual experiences in our bodies as energy.   When we experience an echo, pleasant or 
unpleasant, we reconnect with these energies. 2) When we connect with stored pain, it can be overwhelming, and convince us as
we are reliving the event. Take a step back and remember it is just an echo. It is not really happening in reality right now.
3) Acknowledging, understanding and then letting go of our echo energy (ex. trauma, grief, loss), when you are ready, is evidence 
we are healing, detoxing and moving forward in our lives. We will still have memory of the event without the intense, toxic and 
intrusive emotional energy.

Emotional Bundling and Simultaneous Healing
Emotional Bundling    All emotions have their own insight and energy signature, or resonance.  1) One way our psyche organizes 
our endless experiences is by bundling common emotional energies and meaning together.   2)  Even though the details of events 
are different, they are forever linked in our emotional map. 
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Simultaneous healing  1)  This is when emotional healing from one issue can overflow to other related issues. For example, if you 
are grieving a number of losses, you may feel comfortable choosing to talk through one issue that feels manageable first, only to 
find out later that, simultaneously, the intensity connected to some of the other losses has lessened in intensity.   2) When we
process and release the pain of one issue we release the energy stored in the emotional bundle and experience an overall relief,
and release. 

Healthy Intolerance We all experience a deep resistance, and often resentment, at times. We must listen closely to our 
complaint, so we can hear our wisdom.   If we take some time to pause and consider that when something becomes intolerable 
physically, intellectually, and emotionally, it may be toxic to our Spirit.  
1)  Healthy intolerance is when your Spirit is speaking loud and clear that something is NOT OK, and knows something has to 
change.   2)  We express healthy intolerance all the time.  For example: “I have put up with this for a long time, but no longer. 
That’s it! No more!” or “I used to be able to handle the chaos but now I just have no patience for it. I can’t do this anymore”.
The first complaint expresses desire and readiness to make change happen.  The second complaint expresses defeat without 
momentum to initiate change. The complaint becomes the wisdom when the healthy intolerance is rephrased as, “I am unwilling 
to keep doing it this way.”  Voicing this intention creates future momentum to making changes happen.

Resilience 1) Bounce back after an event. 2) This may be emotional, physical, intellectual or spiritual resilience.

Resolve (internal and external)  1)  The word resolve means to solve or put to rest.  When something is not resolved our psyche 
will continue to remind us of it, ex. the feeling of fear, dread when you realize you may have left the oven on, and you are not at 
home  2)  internal resolve means to come to terms with something emotionally and morally, to heal and move on.  3) external 
resolve means to problem solve things in your world by taking action and making change.

Voice and Choice  1) Equal to our ability to communicate in language comes a growing need to have a voice and be heard. 2) We 
humans are predisposed to want to resolve issues. To feel internally resolved in our issues, we tend to need to have a voice and
then exercise our personal power to make a choice.

Loving Relationships

How we value and how we are valued is the core of every relationship.  
Everything else is in response to this.

Abuse redefined  - Anything diminishing our Spirit.

Bully Agenda - This refers to an agenda to intimidate and instill fear in another.  It is driven by our instinct to fight, win, and feel 
powerful.  It arises from feeling small and needing to act BIG.  Unfortunately this way of having power can become addictive.

Compensation  1) This is when one individual in a relationship attempts to create balance by trying to make up for the lack of 
investment, attention, engagement offered by the other.    2) One person cannot make up for what another will not contribute.
This imbalance feels unfair and therefore leads to feelings of resentment, hurt, loss and failure.

Connection  1) We are connected to our world physically, intellectually, emotionally and spiritually.  2) As human beings who are 
social by nature, we have a deep need to connect with others and create relationship bonds on these four levels.  3) We also need 
connection to ourselves, to others and to a greater purpose.  Disconnection leads to great loss. 

Feardom - 1) When fear is instilled and perpetuated in an individual, relationship or family/work landscape  2) in a Feardom
mindset toxic fear dominates feelings, thoughts, actions, etc. by creating a vortex of reactivity.

Freedom - A frame of mind, environment or the dynamics of a balanced relationship based on mutual valuing, honoring, choice 
and spirit.

Hidden Agendas 1) Hidden agendas are just that, hidden… and are intended to have influence on another, then are quickly denied 
if challenged.  2) Such disguised influences are posturing, power plays and passive aggressive attacks (eg. sarcasm used as a 
weapon, but disguised as teasing). 3) The intention of a hidden agenda is to create imbalance and self-doubt in others. When it is 
denied by the “bully” the responsibility is on the “victim” to challenge the bully on the agenda.  This is an intimidating challenge 
and can often be unsafe.
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Ownership and Dis-ownership 1) Ownership refers to self-accountability, owning up to your choices, actions and consequences.  
2) Dis-ownership refers to handing back to others what does not belong to you.  An example is: “I will own my responsibility in 
this and will hand back what belongs to the other.”

Three Energies and Identities  1) This refers to the energy of You, Me and WE in relationships. 2)  In (A) balanced relationships 
each value the differences each offers. (B) imbalance leads to competition.  

Our Fundamental Relationship is the intimate partnership and mutual influence,
between you & your spirit, which resides at your core.

Curiosity 1) Interest in exploring new ideas and the unknown.  2) Curiosity is a powerful and significant state of mind as you open 
yourself to heal, learn and move forward.

Intention  1) Spirit is always coming from an honorable intention… to value self and others, to ground self and expand one’s 
energies to grow into fulfillment by making a valuable contribution.  2) Intention is the internal energy and focus to create vision, 
and purpose.  From the spin we are coming from fear, off balance, off our course and our reactive intention is for primal survival… 
fight, flight or freeze.  From Spirit our intention is to create quality of life for ourselves and for others.

Identity  1) the way we know our true selves, our Spirit inside each of us.  2) Internal identity is reflected in our values, intention
and purpose.  3) External identity is how we interact with, and are seen by, our world.  4) Be conscious of how you talk about your 
“self”, because you might be listening.

Inspiration 1) Refers to feeling inspired, enthusiastic and passionate about something.  Creativity, humor, curiosity, adventure, 
wisdom are some experiences of inspiration. 2) An inspired mindset increases capacity to heal, think things through using 
common sense, be resourceful, resilient, and resolve issues. 

Meaning  1) Behavior is what we do.  Meaning is why we do it.  2) People, places and things hold unique meaning to each of us. 
To determine what true meaning a thing has to you, consider it from your Spirit.  

Point of Reference  1) a place from which to look at your world; 2) those things you refer to in making choices, ex. to live life from 
your Spirit, your values are your moral points of reference.

Spirit 1) Your most primary and powerful inner resource 2) the light at your core.  3) the place which houses your true meaning, 
values, identity and purpose. 4) your Spirit provides you with a pure and simple wisdom and honorable intention.

Uncommon Consciousness  – An all too rare thoughtful awareness which includes insight and a depth of understanding of self 
and others.

Validation  1)  Validation means valuing self and others through compassion and understanding.  2)  We may be accustomed to 
looking for validation from others, especially when we hurt.  3) Remember your Spirit is always present, engaged and invested in
your wellbeing. 4) Your core wisdom (Spirit) validates your right to care for yourself, to heal from your hurt and fears, and make 
change to enhance your life.  5) Validation, Value, Values, Valuable are linked through Spirit energy and intention

Value  1) To honor, to appreciate.  2) A moral point of reference used to make honorable choices, choices consistent with your 
spirit.

Vision  1) Vision is to have the ability to see beyond current circumstance to an expanded consideration of how things could be.   
2) Vision brings hope and hope brings vision.  3) Vision gives us momentum and focus to reach beyond our pain and fear. 4) 
Shared vision with another is a powerful force toward fulfillment.

We are the expert of our own life. We are first spirit. As we are in our world we learn to either be spiritually present or spiritually 
absent in our lives. Our spirit waits patiently for our return.  Spirit teaches us how we hurt and what we need to heal.  You can’t 
get Freedom results from Feardom strategies.

Living From Spirit



The Vortex…In Simple Terms
This visual model animates addiction as a relationship not a behavior. 

Here, I am offering this visual model as a simple, visual way to reframe your understanding of addiction so you can start 
reconsidering it from a different perspective. To think that recovering from addiction means just stopping a behavior, does not 
scratch the surface of its complexity and emotional captivity. If you find yourself caught in addiction or you are a friend or loved 
one of someone who is, take a fresh look at the complexity of the emotional vortex, put into simple terms.  This might help 
you step back from the chaos to see what is really going on.  Then he healthy choices can begin.

Whether the addiction be drugs, alcohol, spending, video games, gambling, relationships, adrenaline, sex, acceptance, work, 
money, anger, power, texting/social media, etc. the vortex is the same. Addiction is an intimate relationship that holds people 
captive at the emotional level by fulfilling deep emotional needs and instilling a perpetual influence of isolation.  IT promises
to provide fantasy when reality hurts.

An addiction can become the most influential and intimate relationship a person can have. In our weaker, more vulnerable 
moments IT seems to know us best of all, and becomes something our fearful, isolated, powerless, overwhelmed and painful 
selves rely on more and more. Unfortunately when real emotional needs get met, the romance has begun.  We get invested in 
making room for IT in our lives, anticipating, planning for and protecting IT.

Addictions are Emotional, Not Logical.  
We have some kind of Relationship to… everyone and everything, especially to ourselves. We relate and experience life 
physically, intellectually and spiritually, but more often than we would like to admit, we relate to things emotionally.

As animated below, IT refers to the thing on which one has learned to depend as the #1 solution to manage emotional 
experiences. Virtually anything we do can become an addictive relationship when we see it as our # 1 go-to solution.  We begin 
to eliminate other solutions one by one and our emotional dependency grows until IT becomes dominant.

ADDICTION   - An Emotional VORTEXMind, Body, Heart Rose Fuller M.Ed. R.C.C.
copyright  2015

As a loved one, one hopes to control situations so the behavior cannot occur.  Stopping the other person’s behavior alone will 
not break the emotional power the addictive relationship has on them. Once again I remind you that the person addicted 
invests in the relationship at an intimate emotional level, and FEARS losing IT. 
Being the partner on the outside is a painful place to live because one feels isolated, alone and powerless to connect.  As long
as the partner is still invested in competing with the addiction, therefore caught up in the vortex, their choices are few.  They 
can continue to endure the pain of competing against the more intimate experience of the addiction, join in with the addiction, 
to avoid being excluded in the partnership or freeze in place, in powerlessness, not knowing what to do next. 

For the addict and the loved one alike, the only way to break free from the vortex is to experience a deep and very real 
awareness that the vortex is present and dominating.  Experiencing healthy intolerance for the chaos, powerlessness, pain and 
being sick and tired of being sick and tired, are all indications of readiness to look at life differently.  None of these feelings are 
pleasant but for the psyche, the true core self and the process of healing, they are signs of a pivotal shift that can leverage 
change.  This kind of exhaustion can be permission giving, and a valuable time to reach out, out of the vortex, to ask for help.

5   #1 solution becomes #1 problem

Others invest their hearts, time, energy and attention to connect with 
their loved one but experience powerlessness, rejection and defeat.  

Rel to… Rel to…

IT
..

..

..

..

4   Others are pulled in

Partner seeks connection and must compete with this 
intimate relationship and the chaos that comes with it.  

IT..

.

Rel to… Rel to…

1 Relationship to... IT

We have a relationship which 
fulfills our emotional needs.

Relationship to…
IT

BWhen a SPIN becomes a Vortex

2 Now #1 Solution

We can find ourselves spending more time, attention 
and energy revolving around this relationship.

ITRelationship to…

3 Vortex is formed                

From a fear spin mindset our relationship 
intensifies, and dependency on IT grows. 

..

ITRelationship to…

.
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Key Points To Remember About the Vortex
• Emotional relationship, not intellectual 
• In the survival mode‘s reactive emotional state you can’t access your common sense.
• Addiction creates a new normal (imbalance, in a spin).
• Addictions are mood altering (change your emotional experience ex. chocolate, cigarettes, gambling, video games) but others are also 

mind altering (impacting your cognitive capacity ex. heroine, cocaine, meth)
• Behavior is what you do, emotional need is why you do it.
• As a human you are more emotional than you would like to think.
• Fantasy escape can be enticing when you are not feeling fulfilled and\or powerful in reality.
• Identity is who you truly are at your core, behavior is what you sometimes do. This is important to remember when rebuilding your 

sense of self in recovery.  Own your life, your successes and failures, your dreams and hopes and fears.  They all belong to your story 
and your story holds wisdom. 

The following visual recognizes the impact of the vortex and what needs to shift to get balance back.  Look for signs of A 
and B in your thoughts, emotions, perceptions and actions. .  Remember as humans we are hardwired in our DNA to 
Respond (A mindset) and to React (B mindset).  Expressing your intention to step out of the vortex and back to A is the 
start of the healing and recovery process.  Recovery can be challenging but you have already survived the chaos of the 
vortex which is one of the most difficult and painful experiences we can have as humans.  Reach out for help from others.

**It is helpful if you read this visual right to left (B to A).

Internal Shifts Back to Balance

SPIRIT
Return to your grounded and expand energies offer 

creativity, logic, insight and calm certainty at your core.

BALANCE
When you reconnect with your innate Response-abilities you can 

respond and resolve issues from calm, grounded energy.

#1 Problem
Relating to… IT as the #1 problem is vital in coming back to reality and 
seeing how much its influence has taken you away from your true self. 

Distinguish between 2 energies -Addiction and True Self 
Remembering that there are two distinct energies and intentions will 

help you stay tuned to which energy is present at any given time.

Reconnection
Reconnecting to others you trust is often the first step in reconnecting 

to your self, your true choices, purpose, dreams and hopes.

Healthy Fear
Recognizing your Healthy Fear helps you identify what you need 
to keep yourself safe, growing, healing, learning and expanding.

Inspiration mindset
Expanded, open and grounded energies help you connect to 

your core, to your world and to a higher meaning and purpose.

Healing
Remember, recovery from addiction and the chaos that comes with it 

is a healing process.  Healing is innate, possible and natural.

Self-certainty
Shifting out of the vortex empowers your true self, so you can 

reconnect to your meaning, values, identity, purpose and confidence. 

Ownership
Own your mistakes without being self-critical. Own your successes 

without being boastful.  Own the wisdom within your story.

SPIN
Remember spin energy is chaotic, reactive and 
contracts inward as you struggle to feel safe.

IMBALANCE
React-abilities of Fear mindset Fight, FLIGHT, Freeze make your 
energies chaotic and off balance.

#1 Solution   
Relates to… IT as the #1 and only solution to manage life.  
All other solutions have been eliminated along the way.

Enmeshed Energies of Addiction and True Self
Impossible to distinguish between coming from true self and living 
under the influence of the addiction energy and identity.

Disconnection
Disconnection from self, others, choices and purpose results in deep 
grief, loss, isolation, fear and despair. Addiction thrives in isolation.

Toxic Fear 
Toxic Fear works against you, making you feel small and worthless, 
creating more powerlessness and dependency.

Survival mindset 
Contracted self, energy, vision, capacity and resources limits your 
ability to see beyond your immediate circumstance.

Hurting
Pain dominates reality. It is fed by fear, powerless, shame and 
defeat. The addiction dominates your thoughts, feelings & actions.

Self-doubt
Insecurity dominates creating negative cascade of self-blame, 
confusion, fear, guilt, isolation.  From self-doubt life looks undoable.

Denial 
Blind spots won’t let you see what is really going on. You have limited 
vision therefore you cannot resolve or make changes.

Addiction

Vortex1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Key points
• Emotional relationship, not intellectual 
• In the survival mode‘s reactive emotional state we can’t 

access our common sense
• Addiction creates a new normal (imbalance, in a spin)
• Addictions are mood altering (change our emotional 

experience eg. Chocolate ) but others are also mind 
altering (impacting our cognitive capacity eg. cocaine)

• Behavior is what we do, emotional need is why we do it.
• As humans we are more emotional than we would like to 

think
• Fantasy escape can be enticing when we are not feeling 

fulfilled and\or powerful in reality
• Identity is who I truly am at my core, behavior is what I 

sometimes do. This is important to remember when  
rebuilding our sense of self in recovery.

The Vortex…In Simple Terms
IT refers to the thing on which one has learned to 
depend as the #1 solution to manage emotional 
experiences in life.  Eg. I need IT to escape my 
reality, to feel calm, to take the pain away, to feel 
powerful and confident, to get my work done, to be 
accepted, to feel included, to deal with work, etc.  
IT can be drugs, alcohol, anger, violence, video 
gaming, spending money, internet, texting, 
hoarding, sex, food, relationships,  gambling, speed 
or high risk behavior, adrenaline, etc. Virtually 
anything we do can become an addictive 
relationship especially when we are  off balance 
and in a spin.  IT becomes dominant, when we see 
it as our # 1 go-to solution.

Evolution of ADDICTION   - An Emotional VORTEX

3   Vortex is formed                
From this spin mindset our 
relationship intensifies, and 

dependency on IT grows. 

1   Relationship to... IT
We have a relationship which 
fulfills our emotional needs.

2   Now #1 Solution
In a spin, we spend more of our 

time, attention and energy revolving 
around this relationship.

5
#1 solution becomes #1 problem

Others invest their hearts, time, energy 
and attention to connect with their loved 

one but experience powerlessness 
and defeat  

4   Others are pulled in
Partner seeks connection and must compete 
with this  intimate relationship and the chaos 

that comes with it.  

It is human nature to 
create relationships to 
everything in our lives.  
Things that meet our 
emotional needs 
become more significant 
than others. 

Looking at the Vortex In More Detail

Fueled by fear, isolation, tunnel-vision and powerlessness, chaotic energy creates a vortex around this relationship, which in 
turn creates more of the same. Once our fears and dependency closes in on us we believe, trust, “ I have to have IT to feel 
normal, to cope with my day, to deal with… It’s the only thing I can count on.” As our “go-to” emotional #1 solution, our 
dependency blinds us to its impact on us.

The Addictive Vortex Creates Disconnection 
The chaos of the addiction vortex creates disconnection from self and others. 

Disconnection From True Self
Although IT offers a temporary escape from pain, fear, being alone, powerlessness, etc. IT also disconnects one from their inspired self. We cannot experience 
success if we are disconnected from our natural capacity to problem solve, have vision, create solutions, see proportion, be inspired, negotiate, hope, set 
priorities, in other words, from our common sense.  When we are disconnected from our true selves and capacity nothing gets resolved. The isolation, 
powerlessness, increased fear and regret that occurs in our spin mindset perpetuates self-doubt and loss of fulfillment and ambition. TRUST IN SELF DROPS.
Disconnection From Those Who Love Us
When we are disconnected from ourselves our capacity to connect with others is greatly compromised.  The internal battle of chaos dominates our energies and 
limits our ability to relate and respond with sensitivity to others’ needs. Essentially we go into a survival mindset which is dominated by fear, powerlessness and 
tunnel vision.  We relate to others from fight, flight or freeze reactivity.  When we are faced with choosing between a harsh reality or fantasy,  our emotional 
choice is often fantasy.  Others feel the disconnection, feeling abandoned, afraid and powerless to change the chaos at the core of the vortex.
Buddy Addiction – Our innate fears of losing our #1 solution and not being connected or accepted can draw us into buddy addiction.  This means connecting to  
another or a landscape (culture) of like-minded others, who will support us partaking in the vortex.  Like when a person using drugs connects with others using 
drugs, their choices or behaviors will not be challenged.  Buddy addiction is an intimate bond that blinds us to the stark reality of our own chaos, fear and loss. 

1   Relationship to... IT
We have a relationship 

which fulfills our 
emotional needs.

2   Now #1 Solution
More of our time, 

attention and energy 
revolves around this 

relationship.

3   Vortex is formed                
Relationship intensifies, and 

dependency on IT grows. 

What we often don’t see happening is that we start eliminating other ways of 
meeting our emotional needs until the relationship becomes the #1 solution.  We 
fear being without it.

Our emotional dependency can be created from any relationship. Those addictive 
relationships which can be the hardest to break are those supported by the popular 
culture.  As a current and high profile example: The cell phone and war games 
revolution has created a massive addiction to technology.   Communication and play 
are necessary in our everyday lives, but the extent in which we partake needs to be 
considered closely.  It is not uncommon that a typical young person may text friends 
in the tens of thousands times a month.  It is also not uncommon that some teens are 
spending up to 12 hours a day playing video games, where they are celebrated as 
heroes, a stark contrast to how they actually feel in their lives. The emotional 
enticement is easy to understand, but we often can’t see how extreme our 
dependency has become.  It is our new normal, our new emotional normal.

Rel to…     ITRel to… IT

Rel to…
IT Rel to…

IT
Rel to…

IT
Rel to…Rel to…

IT

Early Awareness and Assessment of the Vortex Mindset

We are drawn to people, places, things and 
behaviors etc. that make us feel… powerful, 
comforted, relieved, relaxed, happy, social, 
courageous, less pain, less fear, less frustrated, 
less insecure, free, included, celebrated, free 
to escape, etc. 

Rel to…
IT

Rel to…
IT

Rel to… IT

The addiction vortex mindset impacts everything… we do, think, feel, perceive, say, believe, etc.  We now spend more 
time and energy planning and protecting this intimate emotional relationship.  The real life consequences of the 
relationship start to create an intimate tug-of-war inside the individual between seeing and experiencing IT as the #1 
solution (from the emotion), and the #1 problem (from the intellect).  When  the vortex’s chaos, toxic fear, self-doubt, 
isolation and powerlessness dominate, the addictive emotional voice wins… the relationship to IT intensifies.
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Others such as the kids, friends, co-workers, extended family, are pulled into this energy and feel equally powerless to 
stop the escalating chaos of the vortex.  The toxic addiction vortex exploits the best of them: their hope, compassion, 
loyalty, resources, etc. which instills more fear and unpredictability, where all feel as though they are walking on 
eggshells, not wanting to make things worse.  Those on the outer ring desperately want things to change, to feel 
connected in a safe way, but instead they experience broken promises, disappointment, fear, sadness and loss.

It is common that the further one is away from the core of the vortex, the easier it is to see chaos for what it is…this #1 
solution has evolved into the #1 problem.   
It is natural to focus on attempting to get out of the vortex by simply changing a behavior or two.  Everyone wants to 
believe that by just changing the behavior the vortex’s hold will be broken. It is not that easy.  From outside the vortex 
people shake their heads in disbelief that things are happening the way they are.  This confusion is because they are 
looking at the vortex from an intellectual perspective.  The vortex is driven and perpetuated at the emotional level. 

The loved ones invest emotionally to try to love and hope
the family back to balance. But it’s not enough… and it’s not their fault.

The tunnel vision formed by defeat, fear, isolation and powerlessness intensifies our need to invest more of our time, 
attention and energies to the vortex in a desperate hope of making a difference. We must all realize that our strategies 
thus far have not been effective.  To counteract the impact and influence of the vortex we must step back and see this 
scenario for what it is… a vortex being fueled by fear and robbing us of our lives..  To break the grip the vortex has on 
us we must  break the isolation and ask for help.  It is common that family members are the first to initiate connecting 
to recovery resources such as doctor, counsellor or a support group.  Their exhaustion and defeat is a sign of healthy 
intolerance and becomes a natural incentive to do things differently.  Each person can then focus on stopping their 
individual spins and begin to distance emotionally from the vortex so that common sense, support, information, and a 
recovery framework can lead them back to balance.

1   Shifting from IMBALANCE back to BALANCE starts with realizing you are caught in a vortex. The visual of the vortex 
can help you recognize when it is present, subtle or severe (what it looks like, sounds like and feels like.)
2   Shift from seeing your Relationship to IT as #1 Solution to seeing it as #1 Problem. Experiencing the intimate 
internal tug-of-war between seeing IT as a problem and solution is a sign that your true self is still present and fighting 
for balance and recovery. This is a window of opportunity to tilt the inner struggle toward connection and healing.
3   Reconnect with yourself and with others outside of the vortex who support you in making healthy changes.  
Connection is essential to our being, so make connections that support your recovery needs. Recovery framework of 
support groups and counselling can help you maintain the clarity and consistency you will need to keep your balance 
especially when others are still spinning in their lives.
4   Shift from toxic fear, which makes you feel powerless, to healthy fear that identifies your needs and gives you 
momentum for healthy change.   Fear is natural. Take the time to assess if your fear is healthy or toxic.
5    The inspiration mindset is your most powerful natural resource.  When you are inspired you break out of the 
tunnel vision instilled by the vortex.  You can create possibilities, motivated by vision, meaning and purpose. Engage in 
activities which inspire you (creativity, art, humor, fun, music, nature, etc.) and connect with people who inspire you, 
and seek to inspire others.   Start with something small, something that is doable, to ensure success in small bits.
6    Embrace this as a healing process.  Your body, psyche and emotions want to heal.  Your hurting will help you 
identify what you need to heal.  If it hurts to be alone, you probably need connection.  Be patient with yourself. 
7    Trusting your ability to work through pain and fear is foundational to replace your self-doubt with self-certainty. 
You will learn that you can rely on yourself rather than your addiction to manage your emotional experiences.  
Emotions are not monsters.  They are messages that tell you how you are experiencing something, and give you an 
opportunity to have a voice and make a choice about what you want to do about it.
8    Shifting out of denial creates opportunity to deal with reality.  Ownership means owning your life again.  
Ownership connects you with your successes so you can celebrate them, and to your failures, so you can learn from 
them. This  journey leads to understanding yourself, forgiving yourself and moving forward  in your life.  
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Counteracting the Impact of the Addictive Vortex
No matter what role you are playing in the vortex, you have experienced loss.  The greatest loss of all is the loss of self. Your focus has been away from your 
true self so you may not appreciate to what degree you have been impacted physically, intellectually, emotionally and spiritually. Below is a visual that 
compares A – Balanced mindset and B – Imbalanced mindset, life in a spin.  B’s list may help you identify some of the ways you have been effected by being 
captive in the vortex.  The A list animates what we need to do to counteract the impact of the addictive vortex. Whether you are a family member or the 
addict, the road back to finding self is the same…as described by the 8 points below.  Whether IT is a substance you put in your body or a behavior you did, or 
whether IT is mood altering (impacting your emotional experience) or mind altering (impacting your intellectual capacity), the road back to self starts with 
shifting back to A – balance, your natural and authentic self.  Recovery resources such as listed above provide new insight, support and resources in coming 
back to self.   Each of the following 8 points correspond to the 8 points on the visual animating the shift back to A.

As a loved one, one hopes to control situations so the behavior cannot occur.  Stopping the other 
person’s behavior alone will not break the emotional power the addictive relationship has on 
them. Once again I remind you that the person addicted invests in the relationship at an intimate 
emotional level, and fears losing IT. 
Being the partner on the outside is a painful place to live because one feels isolated, alone and 
powerless to connect.  The partner’s choice is either to endure the pain of competing against the 
more intimate experience of the addiction, or worse yet, join in… to avoid being excluded in the 
partnership. 
This shared experience of powerlessness shifts both individuals into a survival mode mindset 
where they find themselves living in, what I call, feardom.  Feardom is a reactive state of mind and 
landscape dominated by fear, tunnel vision, powerlessness and self-doubt.

4   Others are pulled in
Partner seeks connection and must 

compete with this  intimate relationship.  

Shift Back 
to Balance

BALANCE
#1 Problem

Reconnection
Healthy Fear

Inspiration
Healing

Self-certainty
Ownership

IMBALANCE
#1 Solution
Disconnection
Toxic Fear
Survival mode
Hurting
Self-doubt
Denial

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

One of the most difficult things to sort out for those on the outer ring, is how to support their loved one without supporting the addiction. It is impossible 
to imagine seeing a way through this dilemma while still under the influence of the vortex’s fear, guilt, obligation, self-doubt and threat of loss.  But from an 
emotional distance, and with new clarity, one can learn to see the distinction and make choices necessary to move forward in healthy ways.

Rel to…Rel to…

IT

Rel to…     ITRel to… IT

5
#1 solution becomes #1 problem
Others invest their hearts, time, 
energy and attention to connect 

with their loved one but experience 
powerlessness and defeat  
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When Needs Turn to Fears Visual Model

Have you ever feared your dreams won’t come true?
Can You Recognize the Shift from Needs to Fears?

NEEDS
Spirit mindset

Attend to Needs
Fear identifies needs

Cooperative approach

The NEED

To Belong
to feel included

To Be Safe

To Be Heard
taken seriously

To Feel Powerful
have influence

To be Successful

FEARS
Spin mindset
React to Fears
Fear initiates Reaction
Competitive approach

The FEAR

Fear of not being included

Fear of Being Hurt

Fear of Not Being Heard

Fear of Being Powerless

Fear of Failure

Toxic fear reactive behaviors

Includes oneself without invitation, intrudes and pretends, attempts 
to impress or attract others to meet the need.

Avoids danger by attacking first, defending, protects aggressively, 
withdraws, becomes unavailable, isolates to protect from being hurt.

Does most of the talking, interrupts, puts self in the middle, postures 
for attention, argues, dominates to impress, voice and gestures & 
behaviors are dramatized to force being heard.

Power over others, competitive, manipulates for position, recruits 
allies for support against others, is in a constant state of war games, 
claims and defends territory to ensure power.

A pronounced pursuit of achievement, reward, external recognition, 
possessions and status. This can also appear as self confidence but is 
extreme insecurity as true sense of self is externally based only.

When NEEDS Turn to FEARS

A B

As illustrated above, when a need turns to a fear we shift into pursuit mode and make exaggerated attempts to meet our needs. 
The more severe the fear, the more extreme the need to pursue and in turn the more extreme the reactive behavior. Toxic fear 
adrenaline provides us with plenty of momentum to react from fear.

Healthy and Toxic Fear
Our healthy fear may be telling us we cannot rely on the situation or the people in it to meet our needs. Healthy fear acts as an 
early warning sign for us to assess on whom and what we are relying. When Needs Turn To Fears visual model animates how toxic 
fear is the culprit.
Toxic fear is when we shift into our pursuit mode and, out of despair, we start orchestrating the situation and manipulating the 
people involved in order to insure our needs are met. Any need can become a fear. We all have some needs which are more 
pertinent to us as individuals. When these needs are at risk we feel the most vulnerable. Our thoughts, feelings and actions can
become driven by toxic fear.

Overreacting and Underreacting
When we pursue our needs with toxic fear adrenaline we often overreact, such as intrusion and domination. We are often 
unaware of how we are impacting others. When toxic fear and disappointment overwhelm us we may become convinced our 
needs will never be met, so we underreact, resigning in defeat such as becoming invisible, apathetic and withdrawing into silence.

The When Needs Turn to Fears visual model animates the shift in 
mindset from need to fear. This internal shift is acted out in reactive 
behaviors.  It is important to become conscious of the signs of this 
internal shift, when toxic fear begins to dominate your thoughts, 
feelings, perceptions and actions. When your basic human needs are 
at risk it can be frightening. It is instinctive for to react and pursue your 
needs especially the most basic needs of safety and survival. 
As the visual model shows, the shift from need to fear is the pivotal 
shift of mindset, energy and intention.



Why the Needs To Fears Visual Model is helpful as a Reframe

This model validates the significance of the internal shift we experience when a need becomes a fear.  This model 
animates the shift when a need becomes a fear and gives descriptions of reactive behaviors. Sometimes this shift is so 
subtle we don’t see it, but it is always influential. Fear-based reaction behaviors are often extreme or urgent because 
they are in pursuit of something which is perceived to be at risk.

Your assessment is easy - Need or Fear?
The Fine Line
The shift from a need to a fear is apparent in all of us from time to time, but it is particularly visible in high profile 
competitive endeavours. Athletes, for example, may compete at world calibre or professional levels of competition for 
years. They use healthy fear to keep them diligent and focused on what they need to do to be ready for each 
competition.

At some point some may find themselves stepping over that fine line into toxic fear where they experience the fear as 
anxiety and self-doubt. You have probably seen athletes go into temporary slumps, where they seem to have lost their 
touch. Sometimes it is just a temporary loss of focus, but sometimes it is something far more significant - they have 
shifted from focusing on their goal, to fearing their goal won’t come true. It can be a devastating shift. 

It Can Happen To Any Of Us
This shift into a fear-based mindset can often be so subtle we don’t know it has happened. Our momentum from our 
passion is replaced with adrenaline from our fear. Somewhere in our life experiences, the edge is gone. Our passion is no 
longer the driving force behind every movement. It has been replaced with the intensity of our fear. This is when we shift 
into pursuit mode, driven by reactive fear behaviors. It can be a subtle shift, but it makes a huge impact on how we 
engage, what we can contribute and the value system we perpetuate (see next page for #6 Freedom or Feardom visual 
model). 

If we understand fear, 
and decide to listen to our healthy (helpful) fear,
we will not live under the influence of toxic fear.

When Needs Turn to Fears Visual Model   page 2of 4
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The Key is to Recognize the Shift from Needs to Fears

The most important contribution of the When Needs Turn to Fears visual model is how it highlights and animates the shift in 
mindset from need to fear. It provides descriptions of different reactive behaviors to help you become conscious of the signs 
of the shift when toxic fear begins to dominate your thoughts, feelings, perceptions and actions. When our basic human 
needs are at risk it can be frightening. It is instinctive for us to react and pursue our needs especially the most basic needs of 
safety and survival. As the following visual models show, the shift from need to fear is the same pivotal shift which occurs in 
each of these mindset comparisons. Each visual model animates the shift in its own specific way.

Whether you are applying this information to understand yourself better or someone else, remember that behaviors by 
themselves can be confusing and seemingly contradictory. One thing will be consistent - the mindset will show itself. To 
assess whether you have shifted from need to fear just ask two questions: Is this the Spirit mindset, acting on needs, or the 
spin mindset, reacting from fear? If it is the spin, is the fear healthy or toxic?

Healthy and Toxic Fear
Our healthy fear may be telling us we cannot rely on the situation or the people in it to meet our needs. Healthy fear acts as 
an early warning sign for us to assess on whom and what we are relying. When Needs Turn To Fears visual model animates 
how toxic fear is the culprit.

Toxic fear is when we shift into our pursuit mode and, out of despair, we start orchestrating the situation and manipulating 
the people involved in order to insure our needs are met. This applies to you...and them. As the needs listed with the #5 
When Needs Turn to Fears visual model are reframed into fears, any need can become a fear. We all have some needs 
which are more pertinent to us as individuals. When these needs are at risk we feel the most vulnerable. Our thoughts, 
feelings and actions can
become driven by toxic fear.

Overreacting and Underreacting
When we pursue our needs with toxic fear adrenaline we often overreact, such as intrusion and domination. We are often 
unaware of how we are impacting others. When toxic fear and disappointment overwhelm us we may become convinced 
our needs will never be met, so we underreact, resigning in defeat such as becoming invisible, apathetic and withdrawing 
into silence.

Your Needs
What are your ten most important needs?
What three needs most often feel at risk for you?

NEEDS

physical safety
emotional safety
intellectual safety
spiritual safety
financial security
to be powerful in life

When your Needs turn to Fears
What strategies do you use when your needs are at risk?
How extreme is your fear?
How extreme are your strategies?
To which fears do you most often overreact and underreact?

Rose Fuller M.Ed. R.C.C.
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to be successful
to belong
to be valued
to make a difference
to be worthy
to learn
to be trusted

to be respected
to be supported
to be heard
to be loved
to be included
to be appreciated
to accomplish, to fulfill

to have peace of mind
to develop competency
etcetera

to be heard
to be taken seriously
to be believed in
to be connected to others
to be acknowledged
to be creative
to create
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Getting Back to the Need
When you look at this list of basic human needs from your Spirit, it is easy to see they are also our basic human 
rights. It is important for you to become aware of your needs and your rights. In order to get back on track, back 
to the need, you must connect with your primary point of reference, your Spirit.  

Connected to your spirit, meaning, values, identity and purpose, it is easier to become an observer of the 
situation. From this step back you can become more conscious of your mindset and your needs, and ask yourself:
Am I experiencing a spin?
• Have I shifted from attending to my needs to reacting to my fears?
• What is my spirit telling me about what I need right now?
• Does my experience tell me I am likely to get my needs met in this particular situation?

If your answer to this last question is no, you know it will be necessary to create new ways to meet your needs. 

It is important to be able to assess the risks involved 
when you initiate change in order to protect your

physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual safety.

When you become conscious of changes you want in your life it is natural to have an impulse to act on your 
needs. This can be healthy momentum for change but you may also be experiencing a hesitation. Your hesitation 
may be telling you to choose your mindset first and may be offering you time to consider your choices from your 
Spirit. Being in your Spirit mindset means you shift from fear back to the need, where you can create considered 
solutions which are consistent with your spirit and your resourcefulness of inspiration mindset. 

Even though choices involving other people can be our most challenging,
Spirit solutions are easier to live with later because 

they come from responding from self-certainty of spirit and are based on 
our meaning, values, identity and purpose.



TRANSITION ZONE
Caught between the Old and the New

excitement, anxiety, confusion, anticipation, disorientation,
self-doubt, new start, hope, vision, unknown, uncertainty…

Mind, Body, Heart
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Emotions Are Wisdom

I believe that emotions are messages from your core, your Spirit.  They provide energy and valuable insight to help you 
identify your pain, your joy and your needs, to understand yourself and to make healthy choices for yourself. Many 
times we cannot easily express our feelings because we are experiencing many emotions at once. Many of them are 
conflicting. These lists may help you become AWARE of how you feel in your independent life and in your relationships.

What emotions do you most often experience?

ANGRY?

Aggressive

Agitated

Annoyed

Cranky

Critical

Combative

Defensive

Explosive

Exasperated

Frustrated

Furious

Moody 

Reactive

Obstinate

Argumentative

Rage

Resentful

Violent

Loved

Love-struck

Lucky

Grateful

Meditative

Motivated

Optimistic

Passionate

Peaceful

Playful

Pleasant

Purposeful

Relieved

Satisfied

Spiritual

Supported

Sympathetic

Thoughtful

Trusting

Understood

Valued

HAPPY?

Affectionate

Blissful

Calm

Caring

Centered

Confident

Cared for

Comfortable

Connected

Content

Curious

Ecstatic

Elated

Empathetic

Energized

Generous

Grateful

Inspired

Interested

Kind

Fragile

Grieving

Guilty

Hopeless

Hurt

Indifferent

Invisible

Isolated

Lonely

Low

Mechanical

Melancholy

Miserable

Misunderstood

Needy

Oppressed

Pained

Perplexed

Powerless

Regretful

SAD?

Alone

Abandoned

Agonized

Apathetic

Apologetic

Ashamed

Bitter

Bored

Bullied

Cold

Confused

Defeated

Depressed

Devalued

Disappointed

Disconnected

Disoriented

Dismissed

Distant

Exhausted

Rejected

Self-doubt

Sorry

Tired

Toxic

Unappealing

Victimized

Vulnerable

Submissive

Suspicious

Threatened

Traumatized

Wary

Worry

FEARFUL?

Anxious

Bewildered

Captive

Confused

Desperate

Dread

Fight, Flight

Freeze

Frightened

Hesitant

Horrified

Hysteria

Nervous

Obligated

Overwhelmed

Paranoid

Powerless

Scared

Shocked

Stressed

Applying the SIMPLY PUT information to your life will help you push the details aside and see what is really going on.  These
concepts are listed under the three video categories, Mind, Body, Heart… Loving Relationships… Living from Spirit… for your ease. 

Mind, Body, Heart
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1.  Put a check beside the above emotions you are feeling? 

2.  What needs can you identify, based on what your emotions are telling you?

3.  What  INTERNAL choices can you make to RESPOND to your needs? (energy/mindset)

4.  What EXTERNAL choices can you make to RESPOND to your needs? (behavior/problem solving)

___Physical safety
___Emotional safety
___Intellectual safety
___Spiritual safety
___Financial security
___To be powerful in life
___To be respected
___To be supported
___To be heard
___To be loved
___To be included
___To be appreciated

___To be taken seriously
___To be understood
___To be believed in
___To be connected to others
___To be acknowledged
___To be creative
___To have peace of mind
___To feel competent

___To be valued
___To feel fulfilled
___To be successful
___To belong
___To learn
___To be healthy
___To make a difference
___To be worthy
___To be needed
___To be trusted
___To be skilled
___To be resourceful

list more needs 

Living From Spirit



The Walls We Build

We put up walls to keep them out, 
or keep us in.
In peace the walls be but a line, 
so very thin.

In war the walls cannot protect,
our anger reels.

There’s no safe place to hide our heart, 
or so it feels.

Where there is fear, where there is hate,
innocence lost.

Our sense of self, our sense of peace, 
too high a cost.

Then comes a voice, a gentle voice, 
the one we seek,
From deep inside, each one of us, 
our spirits speak.

So there is hope, our spirits say, 
if we believe.
Our fear won’t win, or dominate 
how we perceive.

We look without, we look within, 
we are the same.
We are each one, and are but one, 
from whence we came… Spirit.        

Rose Fuller 2002 

Loving Relationships
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Loving Relationships
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This and That

First I do this, and you do that,

How did it come to be a spat?

It made no sense, no purpose filled,

We took our turns, as we both willed.

A childish game, there’s no excuse,

When did this game become a ruse?

A ruse to hurt and then hurt back,

It wasn’t meant as an attack.

Now it’s not fun but who can end?

Now heels dug in, it’s not pretend.

What can we do to stop the game

We must let go and stop the blame.

Innocent games begin as such, 

It’s how we play that means so much.

A simple game suffice to say,

It doesn’t have to be this way. 

We each make our choice.    

Rose Fuller 2002



A and B Relationship Dynamics Visual Model
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It only takes one to create imbalance!
Individual imbalance   Relationship imbalance

2
Imbalanced

Unsafe
Unfair

It takes two to create balance!
Individual balance   Relationship balance

Balanced
Safe
Fair

you       WE       me

1      3       2

Balance of 3 energies and identities
Balance is created when two freedom-minded individuals 
come together to contribute to, and draw from, a balanced 
third energy.    TRUST GROWS
Each individual experiences being valued and supported.

RESPOND
VALUE

REACT
DEVALUE
1 vs. 2 mindset dominates – Absence of #3 (relationship)
Strategies are created to win the argument, and the 
relationship integrity is put at risk. TRUST DROPS every time 
we are willing to initiate and act on our competitive 1 vs. 2 
thinking.

1

The following visual model contrasts A and B mindset and how they create distinctly different relationship dynamics.  

Here “A” Mindset is when both people are balanced as individuals and are capable of, and invested in, playing fair and making
the relationship feel safe.  TRUST GROWS.
“B” Mindset is when one or both people are in a spin, imbalanced and the instinctive reactive energies and unfair strategies 
make the relationship feel unsafe.  TRUST DROPS.

As humans we are hardwired to RESPOND when we feel SAFE, and to REACT when we feel UNSAFE. We have a fundamental 
choice of mindset to make… A or B.  

What do you want to contribute to your relationship?  
How do you want your relationships to feel?

A and B mindsets and capacity 
are both hardwired into our 
DNA.  We need to be able to 
tune into whether or not we are 
coming from balance or 
imbalance.  The rest follows like 
a cascade.

This and That

First I do this, and you do that,

How did it come to be a spat?

It made no sense, no purpose filled,

We took our turns, as we both willed.

A childish game, there’s no excuse,

When did this game become a ruse?

A ruse to hurt and then hurt back,

It wasn’t meant as an attack.

Now it’s not fun but who can end?

Now heels dug in, it’s not pretend.

What can we do to stop the game

We must let go and stop the blame.

Innocent games begin as such, 

It’s how we play that means so much.

A simple game suffice to say,

It doesn’t have to be this way. 

We each make our choice.      

Rose Fuller 2002

How we value and how we are valued is the core of every relationship. 
Everything else is in response to this.

Loving Relationships

If  we integrate “B” as our identity we can get stuck there, trusting and 

investing in reactive ways of seeing, thinking, acting, connecting and 

believing.  Trust drops when we are in reactive mindsets.  Reactivity is a 

hardwired reaction meant to save us from danger.  It is not intending 

to be our lifestyle or identity.

If we accept “A” as our true WE identity, it leads to trusting that WE is a give and take, and always ends up 

feeling fair in the long run.  Each individual acts from true generosity, compassion, patience, love, 

consideration, with trust the other will do the same. When “A” is our true identity and purpose, we have 

leverage to make significant changes in our lives… changing back to our true selves and intention. 



Fight

Flight

Freeze

1                        2

The Walls We Build
We put up walls to keep them out, or keep us in.
In peace the walls be but a line, so very thin.
In war the walls cannot protect, our anger reels.
There’s no safe place to hide our heart, or so it feels.
Where there is fear, where there is hate, innocence lost.
Our sense of self, our sense of peace, too high a cost.
Then comes a voice, a gentle voice, the one we seek,
From deep inside, each one of us, our spirits speak.
So there is hope, our spirits say, if we believe.
Our fear won’t win, or dominate how we perceive.
We look without, we look within, we are the same.
We are each one, and are but one, from whence 
we came… Spirit.      Rose Fuller 2002 

A and B Relationship Dynamics Visual Model   con’t 2

A STRONG
“WE” IDENTITY

RESPOND
Balanced
Safe
Fair
Resolve

you       WE       me

WE     

A B It is important to consider that we all have the need to be 
heard.  It is one of our most primal needs.  When we feel 
we will not be heard, taken seriously, acknowledged or 
valued we can invest in upping our energy, which usually 
results in reactivity and more reactivity, such as:.

In the balanced A relationship, the most foundational 
necessity is for both to commit to showing up in the relationship from 
an A mindset.  This doesn’t mean life is perfect.  It means that each 
will address their imbalance in a productive way, individually or 
together.  Both take part with the intention of connecting, 
communicating and resolving in a safe, fair way.  Some of the 
agreements for communicating especially during conflict are:
• listen, talk and respond from balance
• ask questions for clarity
• no power games
• check out your assumptions
• make an effort to talk about the same-ol-things in a different way
• look to create agreements
• needs are met such as: valued, heard, attended to, taken 

seriously, etc.
• In A mindset and dynamic, conflict (fight) will be dealt from 

balance.  If either needs distance to process emotions or thoughts 
the individuals make room for this, without the severity of 
avoiding or escaping (flight).  Both can identify feeling stuck, 
frustrated (freeze) and focus on the choices they have.

Fight mode is instinctive, but it used for many reasons:
• Argument – one person wants to win the argument so will use 

strategies to create self-doubt, guilt and fear in the other to win 
the #1 power position

• The blame game – we use “You did…” language to place blame
• We try to overpower the other by raising our energies, such as 

mannerisms and voice volume.

When connection becomes too difficult, painful, intimidating, 
disappointing, etc. we create space.  At first, the space is welcomed 
relief, then the distance feels like isolation and abandonment. It 
could be physical space where one person leaves.  Most often it is 
emotional space.  In that case we could be physically present but 
emotionally unavailable. 

We can freeze in a few ways:
1) An individual can freeze, not knowing which way to go, left, right, 
up or down.  We feel stuck, trapped, overwhelmed and powerless.  
This state can impact the energy of the relationship. 2)  The status of 
the relationship can be on hold until there is clarity re. what changes 
the two individuals want, need, and are ready for.  We can stay 
“stuck” in the freeze mode (in limbo) for some time as we sort it all 
out, and forever if we don’t sort it out.
3) Enmeshed relationship   Sometimes the WE identity is dominating 
the relationship at the cost of individual identities or senses of self.  
There is significantly more dependency than independency.  If this is 
from fear and imbalance the individual(s) can feel captive, and unable 
to see their way out of the imbalance. 

The FREEZE is not a pleasant feeling but it can be a good thing.  You 
can consider it a meaningful pause. This gives you time to pause, 
become conscious of what you want, need, and what to change, and 
assess when you are ready to make change happen.

1                2         3
Enmeshment does not have to be toxic, or from a fear reaction.  It is 
natural, in our DNA,  that we connect and identify strongly to 
someone else.  There are two consistent times in our life span this 
happens.  The first is the new romance, when it is a powerful law of 
attraction, and exciting to be identified as a WE, with another person.  
The second example is late in life.  A couple who has been together 
for a long time know each other so well and identify so strongly that 
their focus becomes more insular and they depend on each other 
more and more to navigate the later years of life.

4 Levels of CONNECTING, 
COMMUNICATING & INVESTING

in each other and in WE 

Do you feel connected or disconnected 
in your relationships?

WE
Physical

Intellectual
Emotional

Spiritual

Physical
Intellectual
Emotional
Spiritual

Which of the four levels do you feel most comfortable  
connecting in your relationships?

2

REACT
Imbalanced

Unsafe
Unfair

No Resolve

1
1 vs. 2



FOUR LEVELS OF IDENTITY

1  INDIVIDUAL Identities

Each individual’s identity is intimately impacted by experiences of balance or imbalance in our core relationships throughout our lives.

These experiences are part of our story, but we can decide how they will continue to influence us for our lifetime.

2  COUPLE Identity

The couple’s WE identity of A or B impacts their capacity to connect, live, love and trust each other, 

especially in times of emotional need and turmoil.

3  CO-PARENT  Identity

Parents role model either their A or B capacity to their kids.  As we all do, kids have an innate need for safety, fairness,

consistency and love.  “A” naturally provides this, “B” creates chaos everyone needs to side step.

4  FAMILY Identity

All members are intimately influenced by how they experience and trust each other.

As family members we emotionally learn whether or not we can rely on others for safety and support.

Each level needs your time 

and attention to live life from 

your true identity – “A”

4 Levels of Connection & Identity

The key to  strong communication is to CONNECT first, before you start talking.  
Connect at the same level, intellect to intellect, heart to heart, so you are both 
speaking the same language. Conflict arises from one person talking from their 
heart and the other listening from their intellect.  Though each may have an 
intention to help, neither feels heard or understood because they are not on the 
same page.

Use the visual below to measure your experience.  
1  How CONNECTED (or DISCONNECTED) do you feel in your relationships?
2  How CONNECTED do you WANT to be?
3  What do you think needs to change in order to feel more connected?

WE

Physical
Intellectual
Emotional

Spiritual

Physical
Intellectual
Emotional
Spiritual

Ex.. Physical touch, physical presence, 
energy, degrees of intimacy

Ex.. Sharing thought, opinions, inspiring 
each other through humor, creativity, 
problem solving, cooperating

Ex. Understanding, support, insight, 
comfort, encouragement, safety

Ex. Inspiration, creativity, honor, 
generosity, gratitude, valuing, values

1                      2                           3                                   4                                    5

EMOTIONAL connection

Loving Relationships
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1                      2                           3                                   4                                    5

PHYSICAL connection

INTELLECTUAL connection

1                      2                           3                                   4                                    5

1                      2                           3                                   4                                     5

SPIRITUAL connection



Oppression
We experience feeling oppressed when we feel bullied, powerless and there is pressure being asserted 
downward on us, from authority,  or the like, feeling devalued.  As we often feel we have no voice, we store 
this pressure internally.

Compression
We experience compression when pressure is coming at us from many directions.  Timeline pressure or others 
needing a lot from us, are two common ways to feel compression, a sense of urgency, overwhelm and 
resentment because it feels unfair.

Suppression
We can suppress our feelings when we have to deal with a crisis.  It is important to return to the heart to 
process our emotions or the pressure will remain  trapped internally.  

Repression
We experience repression when we have locked away our feelings of trauma, loss, fear, etc.  We can be
influenced by this internal pressure but cannot intellectually identify it because it is in our subconscious or 
has not been acknowledged at the emotional level.

***My definition of depression here is psychological, not medical.  Depression has a chemical component 
which can be diagnosed and treated by a doctor.

Depression can result from prolonged experience of any or all of the above pressures. Any of these pressures 
can be overwhelming. We are energy beings so we are impacted more than we think by energies inside and 
outside of us.
Depression is experienced physically, intellectually, emotionally and spiritually. When we shift to survival 
mode, our resources in all these areas are diminished while the spin’s reaction of fight, flight and freeze 
dominates. We can influence our experience by coming back to balance.

PRESSURE is the root word  
Looking at the impact of pressure
Here we look at things from the point of view of internal and external pressure and how they impact our mindset directly.  
This animates the different kinds of pressure which we may experience and find ourselves describing as depression because 
each impacts us in ways that makes us feel overwhelmed and powerless.

Different Kinds of Pressure Visual Model   
Mind, Body, Heart
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This visual model animates the three mindsets and  looks at the impact different kinds of pressures has on 
them.  It is absolutely natural for us to shift from A to B and back again many times in any day.  Sometimes 
we get stuck in B, so we need to become aware of why we are stuck, and how we can return to A.  Looking 
at what internal and external pressures we are experiencing is a good place to start.

B

B

B

B

B

Three mindsets animated in simple terms  - Inspiration, Coping and Surviving

SPIN (off balance)

COPING SURVIVING

Our Energies CONTRACT inward 
to protect self, 
limiting capacity

B

Fight, flight, freeze, 
our primal physiology takes over

SPIRIT (on balance)

INSPIRATION

Our Energies Expand
to expand capacity

creativity
possibility

imagination
insight
humor

A



Depression can be considered in many ways:
Your doctor will consider it from a chemical imbalance point of view, your family may consider it from what your behaviour looks like, your 
counsellor will look at it from a psychological point of view, and you will likely view it from how you feel.  

All of these aspects are important to consider. They all impact each other and can shine a light on what is the root cause. 
You can experience depression as:
• powerlessness
• sadness
• frustration
• exhaustion
• fear and anxious
• confusion
• being easily overwhelmed
• easily aggravated
• anger
• frustration
• lack of motivation, etc.
…like a dark cloud has moved in and won’t leave.

***I recommend you see your doctor if you are concerned you are experiencing depression.  A medical doctor has expert knowledge about 
what other medical explanations may be contributing.  It is always worth while considering what Physical, Intellectual, Emotional and Spiritual 
ways your are being impacted.  You may see that there are different solutions to address these as separate needs.  For example, connecting to 
nature in your backyard may create peace, calm and grounded energy, which is A energy.  You may find this strategy creates a positive cascade 
at all levels, P.I.E.S.

COMING BACK TO INSPIRATION
The KEY to getting your balance back is to keep your FEAR FACTOR LOW.  Remember that… 
• It is understandable to feel overwhelmed by life at times.  
• It is natural to shift from Inspiration to Coping and Surviving spins and back again. 
• There is a way back to Inspiration
Saying “Just let it go.” can feel patronizing, minimizing the complexity of anyone’s struggle.  Here we 
are talking about shifting to a more resourceful mindset in order to release pressure energy that is 
amplifying our experience.  From expanded resources of Inspiration mindset we can take an emotional
step back to see what needs to be resolved internally and externally.

Two strategies to get back to A – INSPIRATION MINDSET
1) Decompression - Take an emotional step back from the details and focus on physically letting go of the pressure.
First become aware of this as pressure, and that this pressure is ENERGY.   Remembering that pressure, emotion, thought, everything in fact 
is energy, makes it easier to imagine that we are empowered to influence was is impacting us.  Energy is versatile and mobile.  Our psyche 
does not want this kind of energy present so it is motivated to release it.  All it needs is our acknowledgement and intention to do so. 
To release the internal pressure in a healthy way:
• Ground yourself in a sitting position, with an open posture, breathe slowly, deeply, close your eyes and focus on relaxing your muscles. 
• Become an observer of your energy and know that the chaotic energy wants to move, so you can get back to balance.  It might feel like 

tight muscle, your muscles are bracing. This is the spin’s contraction.  Just relax through it and open up your posture.
• In order to tap into your expanded energy of A, connect with an inspirational word or image,  ex. relax, open, safe, love, healing, etc.
• You may find your body wants to move slightly, stretch or sway to release the energy.  Let the stress energy move. 

2)  Expression - a healthy voice
As humans we have a deep need to express ourselves and “expressurize” our internal energy. Have you ever experienced having an thought 
that wants to be spoken, yet you hold off voicing it?  It becomes an internal tug-of-war of energy pressure.  The thought has momentum, 
energy, to be expressed. Each of us must use our best judgement in deciding when and where to use our voice, but this is more evidence that 
it is innate in us to want to express our thoughts and the energy that accompanies them.  

Having a voice in your world is essential because it allows you to express yourself, be understood, act on your personal power, respond and 
resolve things within yourself and with others.  It is important to do this in a healthy way or it will result in more chaos and chaotic energy. 

Emotional Wisdom  Our emotions provide us with energy (unique frequency for each emotion) and insight (purpose of the emotion).  We can 
tell the difference between feeling sad and confused, or happy and guilty. Each emotion’s energy is distinct.  These emotions shed insight on 
how we are experiencing something, and what we need or want.  It is wise to listen for the wisdom in your emotional energy.
Take the time to be clear on what pressure you are experiencing, what your feelings are telling you that you need, and what needs to change.
Express yourself in a fair, safe way and the act of expression shifts you into a more active, responsive role, where you can act from the 
expanded resources (logic, consideration, fairness etc.) of the  A – balanced mindset.

Different Kinds of Pressure Visual Model   con’t 2

SPIRIT (on balance)

INSPIRATION

Our Energies Expand
to expand capacity

creativity
possibility

imagination
insight
humor

A

SPIN (off balance)

COPING SURVIVING

Our Energies CONTRACT inward 
to protect self, 
limiting capacity

B

Fight, flight, freeze, 
our primal physiology takes over


